


Christien Anthony Music

Christien Anthony Music is an entertainment agency specializing 
in weddings and corporate events. They wanted to communicate a 
bold, classy and clean new look to attract their desired clientele. I 
helped them achieve this by managing their social media platforms,
shaping their voice through copy, revamping their website layout, 
creating a seamless look in stationery, and creating/editing content 
(photos, videos, graphics, and motion graphics). 

MEDIA MANAGEMENT



PRINT

Calendar

Not all things are black and white, but this calendar is! 
This minimal floral calendar is made to show the beauty 
in simplicity even amidst an eventful year.  



Pioneer Worship

Pioneer Worship is a worship band that organizes pop-up worship
and prayer nights to encourage others to pioneer their personal 
God-given walks. To help them blaze their trail, I created a magazine 
highlighting their core values. 



L A N Y
DEC 4 Concorde 2 Brightton, UK
DEC 5 O2 Academy Bristol Bristol, UK
DEC 7 Leeds University Union Leeds, UK
DEC 8 Queen Margaret Union Glasgow, UK
DEC 9 The Institute 2 Birmingham, UK
DEC 10 The Grand Social Dublin, Ireland
DEC 12 O2 Shepherdʼs Bush London, UK
DEC 13 O2 Ritz Manchester Manchester, UK
DEC 16 Die Kantine Cologne, Germany
DEC 17 Botanique - Orangerie Brussels, Belgium
DEC 18 Paradiso Noord Amsterdam, Netherlands
DEC 19 Uebel & Gefahrlich Hamburg, Germany
DEC 20 Festsaal Kreuzberg Berlin, Germany

ADVERTISEMENT

LANY

Reinterpretation of LANY’s original album design where I
explored unconventional processes by combining rigid type
with handwritten lyrics over images produced by running 
roses through a scanner. With the poster as the trigger, I 
made a motion graphics piece featuring their hit single as
an interactive AR promo for their tour, music, and website.



Coca-Cola

A pitch to incorporate AR as a fun way to increase sales by having 
unique motion graphics pieces play as overlays when directed to 
package labels as the triggers. This original motion graphics piece 
shows a Coca-Cola can transforming into a drum set grooving to
the song “Can’t Stop the Feeling!” to suggest that you can’t stop 
that good feeling after tasting an ice cold Coca-Cola. 

MOTION GRAPHICS



Sir Kevin Says

Kevin Chong is a professional drummer who has worked with high
profile names like Leona Lewis, Becky G, and NBC’s “The Voice.”
He launched a video and audio podcast to give aspiring musicians 
tips on how to find success in the music industry. I contributed to 
his podcast project by creating a logo and intro theme video.

LOGO DESIGN/VIDEO
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